Contrastive analysis, along with behaviourism and structuralism exerted a profound effect on SLA curriculum design and language teacher education, and provided the theoretical pillars of the audio-lingual method. Criticism and its response

In its strongest formulation, the contrastive analysis hypothesis claimed that all the errors made in learning the L2 could be attributed to...

The task of contrastive text analysis and contrastive pragmatics is to compare these »rules« and factors and establish the differences, which can help learners of a language to communicate more efficiently. The mechanisms that generate meaning between sentences are complex and the rules for text composition very vague, but this is the very reason why we...

However, contrastive analysis certainly cannot predict these developmental errors. For example, German learners persist for some time in making erroneous choices between “much” and “many” despite the fact that German also makes a formal distinction between singular viel and plural viele.

We will illustrate the methods presented in this book by using three datasets related to: predicting probability of survival for passengers of the RMS Titanic; predicting prices of apartments in Warsaw; predicting the value of the football players based on the FIFA dataset.

This assumption was not based in rigorous analysis of learner language but rather was often anecdotal, and researchers’ claims were prone to confirmation bias. Robert Lado (1957) held that the claims of...
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Contrastive analysis should be viewed as hypothetical unless and until they were based on systematic analyses of learner speech data.

In the article, we have seen why we need to perform the ADF test and the algorithms that the ADF and Dickey-Fuller test follow to make inferences about any time series. Statsmodel is one of the packages which allows us to perform many kinds of tests and analysis regarding time series analysis. References: Wikipedia for ADF test.